Friday 12th June 2020

Message from the Headteacher
It was good to see some of our Reception pupils in school this week, they enjoyed
seeing other children in their year group and staff. We understand that many families
are not in a position to send their children in at the moment as we have had about 20%
of pupils back in some year groups. We will continue to support all year group home
learning until the majority of children are back at school. We hope you have found the
direct email links to the teachers helpful. If your child is struggling please let the teacher
know and they can adjust the learning and advise you on other approaches or support.
The children in the Key Worker Pod and Year 1 are looking forward to the arrival of 30
eggs next week which we hope will all hatch successfully into chicks. Year 1 will be
learning about how to take care of animals and using observations to compare and
contrast animals first hand. Please also look on the bbc website and follow all the nests
and wildlife on Springwatch. Children can watch live cameras of nests and this will help
stimulate conversation and learning for the children.
We are busy with many building projects too. The junior library is having a makeover,
with new shelving, wall art and seating. The infants have had new toilets and we are
ordering new playground equipment and lots of new books for the new academic year.
We are protecting our internet cabling from the fox too!
Thank you for working so closely with us over the last few months to ensure the children
are still learning and not missing out too much. The photographs this week demonstrate
once again your tremendous effort at home. We look forward to inviting more year
groups back into school as soon as we can do so safely.
If your child has returned to school, you do not need to tell us every week that you need
a place. If you would like to send your child back to school in Year 6,1 or Reception,
please let us know by 5pm on Wednesday so that we can allocate them to a pod for the
following Monday. Unfortunately we had only a couple of children interested in returning
to the nursery for next week. We will offer this provision again at the end of June when
families may be more confident about sending their young children into school.

Our top doodling class this week was ASPEN, with 70% of children in the green zone - well
done.

Early Years
Nursery
This week, we have seen even more models for our ‘All About dinosaurs’ project.
Here are some of the fantastic creations that the children have made at home.

They have been cutting, sticking and painting dinosaurs...

building dinosaurs using Duplo…

...and playdough.

Can you look very closely and
work out what Aashrrith used to
create this picture?

.

Ali used fabric to make
this dinosaur with
some help from his sister.

Saatvik played
a dinosaur game too.

This week in phonics, we have been looking for things that begin with the sound ‘l’.

Can you name all of the things in the
photos this week?

In phonics we also used things around our homes, like old bottle tops and wrote letter sounds
on them. Some children even managed to build some words with them!

In maths we have been sorting things that we can find around our homes by their colour.

On Saturday 6th June, it was
National Butterfly awareness and
education day...

...and some children went
in search of butterflies!
Others practiced their riding skills for
National Bike Week.

It is so
nice to
see that
some of
you
have
been
able to
enjoy
some of
our
local
parks.

Stars of the Week
Morning Nursery
Adhithya - for sorting by colour and being able to talk about it.
Summaya - for practising writing some letter shapes and lovely weaving.
Afternoon Nursery
Joshua - for excellent cutting last week.
Leo C - for helping Miss Strange in the Nursery.
Leo J - for fabulous exercising with Joe Wicks and his brother.
Full time Nursery
Eva - for creating a great car with her daddy reusing unwanted lids for the wheels.
Georgia and Tanav - for finding so many things that begin with the ‘l’ sound.
Nursery Birthdays
Happy Birthday to

Shreyas
who celebrated his birthday
this week!

Reception
It’s been another fantastic week for Reception and we are all really impressed with what we’ve
seen! We look forward to viewing the uploads each week and it’s great to see each child’s
progress.
This week the story was about Farmer Duck, who does all the work
around the farm! There was lots of great discussion around the story
and in Reception we all know It's best to share jobs with our families,
friends and teachers.
The country celebrated World Bike week and you designed lots of
great helmets. We think they are much more exciting than the ones
in the shops!

You have also been making some beautiful Rainbows celebrating what makes you a special
person and celebrating all of your differences. They were excellent!

Finally Nasa Launched a Rocket into space last week and you have made some epic rockets of
your own to fly and measure distance. There was such a range of designs and they are brilliant.
Well done to you all!

Reception Merits
Yew Class
Adam for his fantastic helmet design for a bike. He could also explain why it is so important to
wear a helmet.
Menaal for her great discussion around the Farmer Duck story. She explained that she would
water all the plants for her job on the farm.
Phoenix for learning the new tricky words this week. He can now read said, like and they.
Dhyaanita and Ersheen for their continued hard work on Doodle maths. Keep it up! :)
Issa for his daily use of bug club reading and answering the questions. Well done!

Oak Class
Aaran and Faatimah for working hard on Doodle Maths and Bug Club this week, keep up the
good work!

Amaya for her excellent rainbow, writing facts all about herself on each colour, lovely
handwriting too!
Amelia for her brilliant rocket that she made with paper and a straw, she followed the
instructions very well.
Arnavv for his amazing model of a farm, he used duplo pieces and a range of different animals.
Jovan for his fantastic plane made out of lego, he was able to explain his model to his friends.

Elm Class
Devanshi for making her phonics game cards and learning how to read and write words with
phase 3 sounds.
Ayesha for writing a lovely letter to her friend in Elm class and remembering how to spell tricky
words.
Adam for using fruit to solve addition and subtraction problems. Well done Adam!
Rasgun for her continued hard work on Doodle maths. Keep it up! :)
Zohaib and Injela for completing their home learning packs, practicing their sounds. Well done
to both of you:)

Birch Class
Amaara for her enthusiasm to learn, her phonics game and all her reading on Bug Club.
Arslan, Yaqub and Mohammad for working hard every day on Doodle Maths.
Sarah for some lovely work on prepositions and Doodle Maths.
Yahya for his enthusiasm throughout the week and his super bike helmet design.
Kabir for his super dance moves on our new stage.
Daniel for his lovely rainbow with sentences about why we are special.

Doodler of the Week
Elm class Doodler of the week is Rasgun for collecting 120 stars this week!
Oak class Doodler of the week is Suzestin for collecting over 330 stars this week!
Birch class Doodler of the week is Shanaya with 2030 stars!

Reception birthdays this week are …
Husayn and Sai in Birch class
Hasan in Yew class
Amelia in Oak class
No birthdays in Elm this week.

Year 1
Ebony Home Learning
Well done to Athrava and Hadi who have learnt to ride a bike. Atharva has also been busy
making some paper plate animal masks.

Neathra drew a panda. It looks very realistic. Dillon made some animal models out of paper.
Sergio wrote a fact file about pandas. Jenson completed some writing about bears. Rudra made
a paper plate dinosaur. Arhan made some animal food. Which animals can you see made out of
sandwiches? Well done Ebony Class.

Kiran has been busy writing a fact file about her favourite animal. She used all the key features
and included a title and contents page - very professional.

Well done Arhan and Hadi for building their shop and pricing up all the items. The photos of
your money sums are excellent. Well done for using different coins to make the totals.

Freden has also been busy learning his phonics, reading key words and making a coin tree.
Sergio and Sienna wrote a super diary entry of George the giraffe. Sienna has even fed giraffes
in Kenya.
Year 1 Home Learning- Beech class

Fabio has been very busy this week indeed, he has had a go at all of the home learning ideas.
Great animal arts and crafts Fabio and your food snail looks yummy! Well done for sorting out
the coins and completing your comprehension.

Vajraa has been
working hard
learning about
money!
Great short story
about the Giraffe
on the farm Vajraa.

Wilson has been
trying hard to complete
his doodle stars daily
and enjoys reading
before bed each night.

Snyda made a lovely project comparing The Arctic to
England.

Alexandru made a
super hand Giraffe painting.

Emrys has been
busy doing outdoor
learning this week
and playing sensory
games. He has
been practicing his
handwriting and
reading. Well done.

Hargun made an amazing coin rubbing tree and
has been riding her bike for bike week!

Willow Class home learning

Well done to Aaruhi for her amazing facts file on giraffes!

Riddhi has been busy this week, it’s great to see her on her bike!

She made a delicious animal sandwich, can you guess
which animal it is?

Aymaan has done a wonderful picture on dinosaurs, well
done!

Maple Class home learning

Well done Kushika, you have creatively used coins to create a thank you poster for the
NHS, it looks fantastic!

Yeshika and Munria have been busy matching coins to its value. Great effort in
recognising coins!

Atiksh and Munria have created their very own grocery shop! Well done for placing price
tags on each item while learning about money.

Aleksander has worked extremely hard to write a fantastic diary entry. He has included
lots of interesting sentences to describe his life as a giraffe, keep up with the brilliant
effort!

A lovely 3D craft of a giraffe and a snake by Damian and Iris, I’m sure you had plenty of
fun with them, well done!

Year 1 Merits
Willow - Jugaad and Ricky for creating amazing giraffe art and following instructions.
Arathana and Aymaan for their brilliant writing on Giraffe facts, brilliant work!
Amina and Sanvi for going on Doodle everyday this week, well done!
Beech - Fabio for always trying to complete all the home learning activities and completing the
word to a high standard.
Wilson for trying to maintain his doodle streak every day and reading daily before bed.
Snyda for making a lovely project comparing the Arctic and England.
Vajraa for writing a great short story about Giraffes.
Rishaan for completing the extra activities on Doodle and keeping up with the doodle streak.
Hargun for a lovely coin rubbing tree for her maths home learning.

Ebony - Kiran for always making a super effort with her home learning each week. She always
completes a variety of work to a very high standard.
Rudra for trying really hard to complete more home learning tasks this week. He made lots of
paper plate animals.
Dillon for learning his times tables and he can now say them really quickly.
Sergio for writing a lovely fact file about pandas.
Arhan for making some super animal sandwiches. He also created a shop and added up the
totals using real coins.
Maple Harman for helping in the nursery garden, well done for participating!
Damian & Kushika for working hard consistently each week with his home learning and making
fantastic progress across all areas, keep it up!
Atiksh for his fantastic maths work this week - recognising coins, creating a grocery store and
having a go at problem solving with money. Well done!
Sudarshan for making great progress on BugClub and reading daily, well done!
Srihan for making brilliant progress on DoodleMaths this week and collecting many stars, keep it
up!

Year 2
Chestnut Home Learning

Natalia has impressed me with her amazing cooking skills! She made this
delicious strawberry cheesecake at home using so many lovely
ingredients! It looks very yummy!
What is your favourite type of Cheesecake?

Maariyah has also been a super baker at home!
She created this delicious Ice-Cream Sundae! It
also looks very yummy! I love the amount of
layers you have created. They’re very neat and
tidy!
Can you guess what is in the Ice-Cream Sundae?

Tyreek has been doing some excellent
writing for his English work all about The
Day the Crayons Quit. He has been
concentrating a lot to make sure his work is
finished! Well Done Tyreek, I’m so proud of
your fantastic writing!
What was your favourite part of the book?

Super Spider-Man Mavreet has been very artistic and created his own
crayon box! Well Done Mavreet! Very colourful.
Can you guess what he used to create his box?

Well Done to Samanvi for creating this fantastic water
park! I like how you have included a pool and a
waterslide.
What features would your waterpark have?

Deen has been celebrating the Queen's upcoming 95th
Birthday with his family by having an afternoon tea at home!
Deens family made some lovely afternoon tea snacks and
paper decorations to celebrate the Queen's Birthday!
Everything looks very yummy! Looks like you had lots of fun
having afternoon tea.

What can you do to celebrate the Queen's 95th Birthday this weekend?
Chestnut Class has some super letter writers!
So many of you have written letters to their friends as different items in a pencil case. Bryson
has written a letter as an upset and broken blue pencil who is not being looked after and Deen
has written as a fed up ruler! Samanvi has written as a fed up pencil sharpener, Shanelle has
written as a tired pair of scissors, Leila has written as a sad pencil and Mishika has written as a
very upset eraser. You’ve all included some fantastic feeling words in your writing, you even
made a joke in your letter! Excellent! All of the pictures to go with your letters are fantastic and I
like the way you've given your items real features.

Sycamore Home Learning

Well done Liyana, Ramanjot, Pavandeep, Trisha.G, Eduard, Alexander, Reet and Simran for
creating these excellent crayon boxes! How do you think they created them? What different
materials can you spot?
Well done Divansh for creating this excellent picture for your
teachers and friends. You thought carefully about how we can
stay safe. Well done!

Well done Shaurya.D for sharing his ice cream sundae recipe! He
created an excellent video to explain how to make it. What is your
favourite topping?

Great work Hodan and Razan! They created and designed excellent water parks! What would
your water park be called?

Well done Shaurya. M for being able to identify reflections
and symmetry. What symmetry can you find in your
home?

Aspen Home Learning
Samiara, Ramnihal, Gautam, Srisha and Laasya have written a letter as an upset item from their
pencil case who is not being looked after. Samiara has written as an upset sharpener, Ramnihal
has written as a fed up rubber and drawn some fantastic emotions, Gautam has drawn an
excellent representation of a pencil and given it human-like features as has Srisha and Laasya
has written as a fed up pencil. You’ve all included descriptive feeling words and written in the
style of a letter. Excellent work!!!

Samaira has made an excellent table for
reasons for and against living by the seaside
and living in a busy city like London. I really
like the reason being able to make
sandcastles and play games on the beach as
a good reason to live by the seaside.
Excellent work Samaira, well done!! Where do
you prefer to live in a busy city like London or
by a picturesque seaside?

Srisha and Ramnihal
have been busy with
their ongoing science
experiment, growing
their own kitchen scrap
garden. Srisha has used
a range of pots and
recycled kitchen
containers to grow her
fruit and vegetables.
Ramnihal has used
leftover celery and kept
a journal to record his
vegetables growth. Well
done both of you!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-p7DtUPKjq4
Atharv has shared a video with us all about programming
on PurpleMash. He has explained how to do it really well
and it looks like a lot of fun. Well done Atharv and thank
you for sharing it with us!!!

Pine Home Learning
Ameya has been working hard finding symmetrical
things in her home.
Akira made her own birthday cake for her birthday
last week!

Ridhi, Danyial, Akira and Ashish have created their own crayon boxes.

Bhavasyri has created her own flowers. Aarsh wrote a letter to
Duncan.
Aarush has created his own shop at home using items he has found
at home. He also found the change from £5.

Year 2 Merits
Pine
Krisha x 2 one for great crayon project 2nd merit for great effort with
times tables.
Aarush for excellent effort with division this week.
Mundham for excellent improvement in average doodle stars.
Neel for his excellent effort with spelling and phonics this week.
Medeina for super effort this week with all of her home learning.

Aspen
Hannan - For doing really well on MyMaths and completing all his tasks.
Ishanvi - For being consistent on DoddleMaths and logging in everyday.
Atharv - For sharing an excellent video all about programming on Purple Mash and explaining it
really well in his video.
Srisha, Gautam and Ramnihal - For their excellent illustrations for their english tasks and
labelling their feelings.
Chestnut
Laysha and Sudher - For making a massive improvement on DoodleSpell since half term.
Dulnitha - For collecting the highest number of stars in the class on DoodleSpell. Well done!
Lukhanyo - For getting lots of stars in DoodleMaths!
Mavreet and Viera - Making a huge improvement in the completion of MyMaths tasks.
Natalia - For creating a very tasty cheesecake and sharing the recipe too!
Gina - For her super hard work with gardening! Well done!
Bryson - For writing a fantastic letter as a broken, blue pencil to his friends using some excellent
feeling words.
Sycamore
Simran - for identifying properties of 2D shapes confidently and drawing diagrams. Well done!
Aanya - for working exceptionally hard at home this week and demonstrating an excellent
understanding of our focus text.
Eduard - for answering a range of comprehension questions about our focus text with high
quality sentences and explanations.
Shaurya.D - for an amazing video of instructions about how to make a delicious ice cream
sundae.
Reet - for creating excellent environmental textured rubbings using a crayon outside.
Jayan - for an improved score on his Doodletables! Well done!

Daria - for a huge improvement in the amount of quizzes completed on BugClub! Keep up the
super reading!

Birthdays this week in Key Stage One are:
There are no birthdays this week in Key stage one. We can’t wait to find out who will be
celebrating next week!
This week’s KS1 reading challenge:

Key Stage 2
NEW - Language Angels
At Wellington we have a new Spanish scheme of work called Language Angels. In Google
Classrooms this week you will find a new Spanish tab with a guide for you and your child. This
guide will show you how to log in and play games that have been set by your class teacher for
you to play at home, so that you can carry on learning Spanish. We hope you have lots of fun
whilst learning using this new resource.

Year 3
Dear Parents,

Please remember to open up the W
 eekly Tasks document on Google Classroom every
Monday to look at the work that has been set out for your child each week. This is to ensure
your child is completing the work that has been set.

It is extremely important that your child reads at least 2 books on Bug Club each week. This is
one of the ways we can monitor their reading. We don’t want them to fall behind. So please
ensure your child logs on to Bug Club and reads their books, and completes the quizzes
properly.

Sing along to this week’s song of the week. Click on this link, scroll down the page to week 2,
and select our song of the week

In Sapphire this week the merits go to:
●
●
●

Aarush for trying hard with his doodle maths and doodle spell.
Diana for sharing her recipe and included clear photos how she measured the
ingredients showing understanding of mass.
Darshini and Subhan for their recipes and great pictures of their cooking, as part of the
practical maths activities.

In Topaz merits this week go to:
❖ Temidayo and Tanisha, for staying consistent with their online learning and always
completing their work on time, plus for reading lots of books on Bug Club.

In English this week, children have been writing their newspaper reports for the shocking news
of the Iron Man escaping from the pit! They’ve had their amazing reporter hats on and have
produced some amazing reports, which included reported speech, amazing adjectives, retelling
of the events and much more!
In Topic, lots of learning on the Romans and the impact they had on Britain. Children had to
think if there is any local evidence that the Romans were here in our area?
Using Google Earth, children had to find some Roman cities within the UK, such as: Lincoln,
Colchester, Bath, York, Chester, Cirencester, Exeter, Dover, and Winchester – they discovered
that all the places with ‘chester’ in their name and many others were Roman cities.

Some created a compare and contrast frame, comparing the city to how it is now and how it was
in the Roman times.

In maths pupils have been cooking and learning about measuring mass with great care.

Top Doodlers in Topaz
English Doodler this week is:  Temidayo for obtaining an immense 152 stars this week!
Maths Doodler this week is:  Jivraj for gaining an enormous 334 stars this week!
Tables Doodler Ved for gaining an enormous 342 stars this week!
Spelling Doodler this week is: Jaitra for gaining a fabulous 2500 stars this week!
Top Doodlers in Sapphire
English Doodler this week is:  Srihith for obtaining 353 stars this week!
Maths Doodler this week is: Srihith for gaining an enormous 705 stars this week!
Spelling Doodler this week is: Dheer for gaining a fabulous 759stars this week!

Year 4
We hope you and your families are all keeping safe and are well. Please have a look at the
Weekly Overview and any questions your child or you may have regarding the online learning,
email or phone the school office or alternatively your child can write a message on Google
Classroom or ask during our Google Meet.
Top Doodlers
Doodle Maths
Doodle Tables
Doodle English
Doodle Spell
Times Table
Rockstar
Tournament

Amber Class 
Rheanna with 428 Stars!
Shorya with 1153 Stars!
Shorya with 377 Stars!
Arhat with 512 Stars!

 bsidian Class
O
Muhammad with 282 stars!
Muhammad with 297 stars
Muhammad with 330 stars!
Cristiano with 810 stars!

Well done to both Amber and Obsidian boys for achieving over 19,700
correct answers in this week's tournament. Combined as a year group,
you achieved 26,121 correct answers. Well done to all of you who took
part - you are all on your way to mastering your tables up to 12 x 12.
Amber’s Top Five Rock Stars this week were - Akshita, Lakshmi,
David, Linkua and Arjan
Obsidian’s Top Five Rock Stars this week were - Manav, Arjun,
Satveer, Siona and Hansika
Next week we are going to be looking out for the fastest and most
accurate TTRS champion. Will it be you?
Merits

Amber Class
Lakshimi - for trying very hard to motivate the girls to pay on TTRS.
Aminah - for her excellent wax drip art to show the meaning of time.
Arjan - helping with weeding in the nursery garden.
Linuka x2 for writing a persuasive letter in the role of Fern to prevent Wilbur facing his death
and one for giving evidence from the book when answering questions.
Arhat for writing a persuasive letter in the role of Charlotte to persuade the farmer not to kill
Wilbur.
Obsidian Class
Rohan x2 for his excellent evidenced based answers for his Bug Club reading book and for
his very detailed explanations of his workings out in maths.
Daniel x 2  for playing the violin and creating yet another online quiz for Y4.
Yahya - for his Summer Poem.

Marwa and Satveer  - for their letters to Mr Zuckerman, persuading him not to kill Wilbur.
Yasmine - for her story plan, which included the key features of a story and a dilemma.
This week in year 4 has been rather exciting, from celebrating royal birthdays to baking,
quizzing to violin playing we have done it all this week!.
In English children have started to plan their story with a dilemma based on Wilbur’s fate. We
are looking forward to reading their plans and seeing what will become of Wilbur - what will Mr.
Zuckerman do? How will his internal thoughts and feelings be twisted and turned?
In maths children have been learning more about statistics and building upon their previous
learning. They have learnt to Interpret and present discrete and continuous data using
appropriate graphical methods, including bar charts and time graphs, as well as solve
comparison, sum and difference problems using information presented in bar charts,
pictograms, tables and other graphs. Through White Rose and DoodleMaths they have been
recapping and reviewing their previous learning of decimals and dividing by 10 and 100.
In Reading, we have been very impressed with the standard of work we have been receiving we can see that children are still developing and applying their reading strategies by completing
the reading tasks set.
We celebrated The Queen’s Birthday during our Google Meet this week, the children prepared a
special afternoon tea to share with their family members and dressed up. Also, in PSHCE they
have completed work to demonstrate their understanding of the article of week. In science,
children have been investigating and identifying the dangers associated with electricity in the
home. What do you know about electrical safety? Here is some excellent work to celebrate our
home learning.

Letter written by Rheanna in the role of Fern to Mr. Zuckerman.
Dear Uncle Homer,
I am writing to request you on the current situation of Wilbur’s health following excessive eating and not looking after
his physical health. Due to excessive eating, his body is fattening(getting obese), his tummy is bulging out, and he
has accumulated lots of fat on legs, which means he cannot walk properly or sit. Due to his fat, he finds it hard to lie
down so it is impacting on his everyday sleep. Due to the lack of sleep, Wilbur seems extremely lazy and exhausted
during the day.
Wilbur’s health will have a big impact on everyone around him, especially me. He would become immensely fat. You
would not want a pig like that in your farm. He cannot move around properly which will affect his physical activity.
Before, he used to be very energetic. Now, he is struggling to get around. Wilbur’s diet is immensely big, especially

when he is having 3 meals and a few snacks in a day. He might even die due to excessive eating and a lack of
physical exercise.
As you know, pigs gain weight easily, but they lose weight very slowly. Fattening or obesity is not very healthy within
all animals including pigs. It could lead to a variety of many issues and diseases such as heart issues, fat blindness,
bones cracking. Obese pigs will also die young. People would not want to see that in a farm. One of the side effects
of extreme obesity is that pigs may develop metabolic syndrome which can lead to increased blood pressure and
sugar levels. Metabolic syndrome may also lead to high cholesterol.
To support Wilbur not put on weight and stay healthy, you should take Wilbur to the vet to have complete health
checks. You should also implement a healthy diet pattern and physical exercises (walk, run, etc) in the farm. If the
healthy diet and exercise are not implemented, Wilbur might acquire some deadly diseases and may die young.
Wilbur is such a lovely, little pig and has a chance to enjoy the fresh air and the beautiful sun. Wilbur is benevolent
and tranquil. If you keep on fattening him, other animals would be disappointed.
It would be really a huge disappointment if Wilbur would die or acquire some deadly disease. I would humbly request
you to consider looking after Wilbur’s diet and physical activities to help him get back in shape.
I look forward to hearing from you soon.
From Fern

Year 5
Another fantastic week for year 5! We are now in the second half of the Summer term and Year
5 are continuing to produce some excellent work! The Year 5 team is extremely impressed by
the pupils perseverance, putting in a lot of effort even when tasks are challenging. We have had
some fantastic work for various topics from English to Music and we are really proud of all your
efforts.
You must remember to keep looking at the weekly task sheet on Google Classrooms so you
know what work is due for the coming week. Keep reading on BUG CLUB and completing the
quizzes. Also, try to log on as often as possible on Times Table Rock star and MyMaths to
polish your times table. The effort in Doodle English and Maths has waned quite a bit, and Year
5 need to make sure they are trying to go onto Doodle everyday. There are far too many
children not going on Doodle. Come on everyone! Let's see if by the next newsletter we can all
have got on.
This week we read the last three chapters from our amazing class reading book - Coraline. As
part of their homework, pupils had to write a book review and complete some grammar work.

The book reviews received from them were impressive. It was very hard to choose only a few to
share with you here as pretty much all of them were incredible!
Here is Rukaya’s book review:

Oliver’s book review:

In Maths, pupils had to complete some tricky assessments on measurements and from the
responses we received we can say that now everyone has a better understanding of how to
convert between different units of metric measure. They can confidently solve problems
involving converting money or units of time . We also investigated angles and we will continue to
learn more about angles next week.

In Science we learned more about forces, about gravity and who discovered it. We received
some very good responses for the tasks set.
Veer completed a very detailed thinking map with lots of facts about forces and Oliver labeled
the diagram with the correct forces and explained what they were doing.

LJ’s work on forces was impressive too:

As part of their Science work, pupils had to answer some questions and one particular question
was very tricky and unfortunately no one gave the correct answers. The question was :
If Cristian's mass is 54kg on Earth, what is his mass on the Moon? Answer: Cristian’s MASS
would still be 54 kg as this always stays the same.  His MASS would be the same, but his
WEIGHT would be different. This is because the Moon's gravity is only 1/6th of Earth's gravity.
(This is amazing stuff, isn't it?) Well done for trying your best !

In Geography, we continue to learn about Rivers. This week we learnt how to draw and explain
the Water Cycle.
Here is LJ and Veer’s diagrams and explanations

Safa and Marwa’s water cycle :

Simranraj, Zainab and Phebe’s water cycle :

This week we also celebrated what makes us amazing as individuals.We received lots of
impressive statements showing what makes you special - you are amazing ! You ALL are !!!

TOP DOODLERS - Diamond
Doodle English - Oliver with 184 stars.
Doodle Spell - Veer with 300 stars.
Doodle Maths - Oliver with 181 stars

TOP DOODLERS - Emerald
Doodle English - Phoebe with 185 stars.
Doodle Spell -Phoebe with 742 stars.
Doodle Maths - Phoebe with 255 stars
This week, the merits are:
Diamond
Pavan - a merit from Miss Strange for his super effort and help in the nursery garden.
Oliver and Veer for an excellent thinking map on Forces and labeling the correct forces on the
diagram, explaining how they work.
Simranraj, Safa and Kunal for a great explanation and detailed water cycle diagram.
Vansika, Ihab, Jaya and Ali for a very good book review for Coraline.
Emerald
Phoebe For being top Doodler on English, Spell and Maths -well done!
Qasim, Marwa and Sarfraz for a great explanation and detailed water cycle diagram.
LJ and Ibraheem for labeling the correct forces on the diagram and explaining how they work.
LJ completed an exceptional thinking map with lots of facts about forces- well done!
Kriti, Yara, Marlon and Rukaya for their great book review for Coraline.

Year 6
Year 6 have had another good week - the children are continuing to work hard and have
produced some great work! In Maths, the children have continued to learn about properties of
shape, focusing this week on different types of angles and angles in triangles. The children have
started a new text in English called ‘The Boy at the Back of the Class’ – they have been
analysing the characters, creating character profiles, and have written thought bubbles from
different character’s perspectives. We have also started a new geography topic, Coasts, and the
children have been exploring the process of weathering and erosion. They presented their
learning in categorising frames, identifying the differences between chemical, physical and
biological weathering and key details about how they occur. In RE, the children have continued
to learn about rites of passage, finding out about the signs that indicate belonging or that
someone has undergone a rite of passage, looking in detail at the 5ks of Sikhism.

We would like to celebrate some more poems that Year 6 have written in the style of The Magic
Box. We have really been impressed with how imaginative the children have been and the
carefully considered language choices they have made. Well done!

TOP DOODLERS - Coral
Doodle English - Siinthujaa with 115 stars
Doodle Spell - Mahi 94with stars
Doodle Maths - Mahi with 65 stars
TOP DOODLERS - Ruby
Doodle English - Adam with 51stars.
Doodle Spell - Ayoub with 450 stars.
Doodle Maths - Srudhika with 75 stars

MERITS
Coral
Mateusz - For his excellent Picasso picture, he used excellent colour choices and had clearly
taken care drawing the eyes.
Kian - For his excellent ideas for his Magic Box poem, he clearly put a lot of thought into it and
wrote a super poem that included lots of imaginative ideas.
Naga - For her excellent analysis of the language used in poems and a well written version of
the Magic Box poem.
Ekaakshar - For using his imagination when writing his Magic Box poem.
Muhammed N - For the effort he is putting into his maths work at home, completing all the
White Rose tasks this week.
Ruby
Raneem - For her super understanding of the poems and her analysis of the author’s choice of
language. She also wrote an excellent poem with a range of imaginative ideas.
Ayoub - For his super version of The Magic Box- he had put a lot of thought into how to organise his
ideas into stanzas.
Srudhika - For her excellent poem - she made really thoughtful word choices and included figurative
language throughout her poem.
Shrishti - For her excellent analysis of the author’s choice of language in poems. She also wrote a
super poem with a range of imaginative ideas.
Haniish - For making carefully considered word choices in his poem and including a range of
figurative language throughout the poem.
Adam - For his super version of The Magic Box- he was really imaginative with his ideas.

